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This year, we have transformed PwC’s KYC Quick Reference Guide into the Financial Crime 
Guide Tool.

The Financial Crime Guide Tool is a user friendly web-based version of the original KYC Quick 
Reference Guide PDF and has additional features which include the ability to compare Know Your 
Customer (“KYC”) and Anti-Money Laundering (“AML”) information across various countries. 

The tool contains answers to 32 questions related to KYC/AML, accessed via the KYC/AML module (see 
below). Future editions of the tool will include additional modules on other areas of financial crime (e.g. 
sanctions, market abuse, fraud, etc.). In the meantime, to find out more information about these areas, 
please click “find out more” for useful links to relevant PwC websites. 

The Global Financial Crime Compare Tool also includes the digital PwC Global Financial 
Crime Resource Map (further details below). The map is easily accessed via the link at the top 
right-hand margin of the module selection page.

Welcome to the 2017 Financial Crime
Guide Tool!
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Please note the tool is best
viewed in Internet Explorer.



To begin, 
select the 

base territory 
of interest for 
the reports.
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Initially, one or more territories may be selected in the tool. These selections can be changed at 

anytime. After a territory (or territories) is selected, the type of report to be viewed should be selected. 

The Global Financial Crime Compare Tool offers five different reports:

(1) Full Report

(2) Regulatory Environment

(3) Customer Due Diligence

(4) Reporting Overview

(5) Create Your Own Report

Further details on each of these reports can be found later in this document.

For obtaining information on more than one territory, or 
comparing information across multiple countries, 
additional countries  can be selected using the menu on the 
right. However, this step is optional.

Once a territory 
selection is 
made, click 

next to select 
the type of 

report to be 
viewed and/or 
downloaded.

Territory selection



The Full Report includes all 32 questions, which address various aspects of AML/KYC, including 
fundamental KYC requirements, regulators’ views on the use of the risk based approach, dealing 
with Politically Exposed Persons (“PEPs”) and guidance on prohibitions relating to shell banks. 
These areas are: 

(1) Regulatory Environment (3) Reporting (5) Data Privacy
(2) Customer Due Diligence (4) AML Audits

The report also includes the relevant contact details for the PwC Financial Crime lead for that 
territory.

The Full Report can be viewed online or it 
can be downloaded as a PDF to be saved and 
stored for future reference.

The Full Report
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In addition to the Full Report, for those only interested in a certain area of AML/KYC, a condensed 
version of the full report can be selected, which focuses on one of the following areas: regulatory 
environment, customer due diligence or reporting overview. These reports only include the questions and 
responses relevant to that area.

As with the Full Report, these condensed reports can 
also be viewed online or downloaded as a PDF to be 
saved and stored for future reference.

Other Reports
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The Create Your Own Report option allows the user to select any combination of questions to 
build a customised report, tailored to the user’s specific requirements. The questions are categorised 
in accordance with the area to which they relate.

Select the questions 
that are of interest 
and view these in a 
customised report, 
either within the 
tool or as a PDF.

Create Your Own Report
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As mentioned above, there is the ability to compare information across various territories within the 
tool.

Full Report
When multiple territories are selected to be compared via a Full Report, the user will be able to view 
all 32 questions and responses for all selected countries in succession, both in the tool and in a PDF.

Note: The ability to compare the information side by side in Full Report form is not currently available.  

Other reports
When multiple territories are selected to be compared on a report other than Full Report, the user 
will be able to view the relevant questions and responses on the tool in one of two formats:

Territory by territory comparison – the tool will be filtered by territory with the selected 
questions and responses for each territory. 

Side by side comparison – the tool will be filtered by question with the responses for selected countries 
displayed side by side.

To toggle between the two views please click the “switch view” button on 
the top right hand corner 

Compare function
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Our Global Financial Crime Resource Map for 2017 states the number of Partners, Subject 
Matter Experts (“SMEs”) and other AML specialist staff working within each territory. Our global 
network of financial crime practitioners now exceeds 2,500 specialists across the 97 countries 
included in the Financial Crime Guide Tool and our map can be used as a reference tool to highlight 
the number of specialists based in each territory.

As part of this year’s transformation, the Global Resource Map has been digitised and is now 
incorporated within the tool (note: a PDF version is still available for download).

By clicking into a territory, the key contact details for the 
Financial Crime Leader and the total number of financial 
crime practitioners will be displayed.

Alternatively, by selecting “create PDF”, a PDF version of the 
Global Financial Crime Resource Map will be downloaded, 
which includes the total number of financial crime 
practitioners for all 97 territories.

PwC Global Financial Crime 
Resource Map
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At PwC United Kingdom, our purpose is to build trust in society and solve important problems. We’re a network of firms in 157 countries with more than 
208,000 people who are committed to delivering quality in assurance, advisory and tax services. Find out more and tell us what matters to you by visiting us 
at www.pwc.com/UK.

This publication has been prepared for general guidance on matters of interest only, and does not constitute professional advice. You should not act upon the 
information contained in this publication without obtaining specific professional advice. No representation or warranty (express or implied) is given as to the 
accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this publication, and, to the extent permitted by law, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, its members, 
employees and agents do not accept or assume any liability, responsibility or duty of care for any consequences of you or anyone else acting, or refraining to 
act, in reliance on the information contained in this publication or for any decision based on it.

© 2017 PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP. All rights reserved. In this document, “PwC” refers to the UK member firm, and may sometimes refer to the PwC 
network. Each member firm is a separate legal entity. Please see www.pwc.com/structure for further details.

kyc.quickreferenceguide@uk.pwc.com

If you have any queries regarding 
the Global Financial Crime Compare 
Tool or the Global Resource Map, 
please send an email to:

mailto:kyc.quickreferenceguide@uk.pwc.com

